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Pertelote
Fourth Edition Spring 1981

By Afshin Tahmas~

Let's Do It In The Road
By LJ.~HA BROWN
Susie,
I'm sitting here in this really lovely little dorm room in front of this most efficient typewriter, listening to the soothing sounds of my nextdoor neighbor's
stereo. Yes, Sue, if life in jolly old England is half as great as life in Hadley Hall, I
know that you are in a_sta te of bliss. All sarcasm aside-in your last letter you
mentioned that you have often wished that you were here with me, going to school
and living the swinging college life. What's your problem? I mean, really, Susie,
you're living in a quaint little village named Lakenheath. You shop in open air
markets and watch Shakespeare under the stars and drink tea and spend "quid."
What's with the complaints.'?
I mean, here I am, I have 12 glorious feet of living space, I have to rewind this
typewriter ribbon every 56 words, I am listening unwillingly to WSOS "Shake Your
Booty" radio, and my tea is Lipton Instant with undisintegrated Coffeemate
floating around on top ...

"Hello, Roommate!" Pam danced into the room with musical notes and chirping
birds decorating her every word with merry mirth and cheer!
"Hello, Pam. How was your day?" Nothing accompanied Andrea's words except
the romantic sound of "Let's Do It in the Road" that reeked through the walls from
the room next door.
"Oh, Andrea. You hate that kind of music don't you? Let's listen to something
better." Pam slipped Debby Boone's Greatest Hits into the tape player.
"Thanks a lot, Pam," Andrea snarled.
"Oh, that's O.K. Thank you so much for letting me wear yo~ new outfit today,
Andrea. I got a million compliments on It!" Pam exclaimed.
"Don't mention It. I can't wear It anyway until I lose about five or fifteen
pounds."
Pam combed her golden tresses into a silky ponytail and tied a pink ribbon
around It.
·
"Pm going to cafeteria now, Andy. Gee, I wish you had a meal ticket so you could
eat with me. Do you want me to sneak you a c09kle or something?"
"Oh, that's alright, Pam. I'll just eat the rest of these crackers and pop myself
some popcorn-maybe make myself a little hot chocolate or Tang."

"0.K. Have a good sttpper!"
''Thanks, I will."
Sorry for this delay, but my roommate just came in. She is a senior. This is her
last semester in fact. She's an early childhood major, engaged to an All-American
real estate salesman in North Carolina. After they get married, they are going to
live in a re-converted barn on 25 acres of lush meadow with trees all around, a
babbling brook at their _doorstep and the Appalachian Mountains in the
background. There is a little cottage behind the house that she is going to make into

her own kindergarten. They are going to have 6 kids. Pam's fiance, John, is a
devout Catholic, a Jaycee, and a "Big Brother" to three underprivileged children.
He gives his mother half of his paycheck to help with expenses and sends Pam big
red maple leaves from their future yard.
Let's change the subject. Susie, I experienced the worst thing today. I'm failing a
class. Can you believe? I'm failing a damn class. I mean, I had to go through the
hell of talking to my teacher about it and everything. He called me after class and
asked me why I was doing so poorly when he had asked other teachers about me
and they had said that I was a good student. I told him that I had no exc~ except
my inability to get on the ball this semester. I mean, what kind of answer was that,
right? I tell you, I'm so ashamed I can't even go· back to class to try for a passing
grade ....
"I'm back!" Pam waltzed Into the room a new letter from John in her hand.
"Guess what? I just found out that I am graduating with honors! Isn't that neat?"
"Oh, that Is a:reat. Pam. I'm reallv uroud of vou."
·
Can you believe this, Sue, Pam just walked in and announced that she is
graduating with honors! What a damn life! I think I'll just give up and tend bars or
something ...
· Pam sat on her bed and began reading her letter from John, filling Andrea in on
the hlghllghts. "Oh, Andy! John Is coming down for Thanksgiving! He says that he
just can't stand It without me until Christmas!"
Oh, get this, Susie. Now she just read a passage from one of John's letters, he's
coming down for Thanksgiving! Oh joy! Let's hang the banner and kill the fatted
calf!
Pam sighed after reading her letter five times. "I'm in,love!" she sang. "Oh,
Andy! Wouldn't It he great If Bernie came back for Thanksgiving and you and he
and me and John could do· something!"

"Yeah, sure," Andrea felt a little nauseous.
"According to Bernie's last letter, which was postmarked in August, he was
supposed to show around mld-8eptember."
"He'll show up, Andy. You just wait and see."
"I am,. Pam! I am!"
She just mentioned Bernie. That's another thing, Susie, Bernie hasn't shown yet.
Last I heard from him he was sleeping in a tent in the mountaiM of Kentucky,
working two dishwashing jobs and writing songs that, according to him, are top ten
material. I hope they're better than "Let's Do It in the Road" and "He's so
Timi,d.'' If I bear those songs one more time, I'll die. You know another thing, Sue,
I don't have any entertainment around here. I mean, it's really bad when the only
thing you have to eat is instant cup of soup, "Elf" saltines, and popcorn. And I
swear, if I drink another cup of hot chocolate, I'm going to turn into "Swiss Miss"
(Continued on Page 15)
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A Time Of Life
By REBECCA CROSSON
As the car glided down the street, Carol

sat perfectly still. She was thinking. She
had never experienced such melancholia
in her life. She wondered why she felt so
guilty. Life seemed so vastly unfair to her,
a struggle to get up in the mornings. And
now that she was nauseous every day, her
depression was compounded. The fact that
Michael acted so peculiarly when she was
sick was most disturbing; he made her feel
blundering.
Carol's attention turned to Michael.
" I'm sorry, darling. What did you say?"
"I said that we've got to get there before
10:00 a.m. Damnit, will you help me look
for the right street? We've got to get there
on time.''
Carol looked back out the window, "Are
you sure we're doing the right thing,
Michael? I mean, it is a human life." She
thought of the small being that grew inside
her, both secure and helpless. It had no
control over the situation.
"What do you mean?" Michael
questioned. "You know as well as I do that
we cannot afford another baby. Sometimes
I'd like to put those two we've got up for
adoption. Do you realize how much a baby
would cost? And hell, the way you spend
money and the way I keep getting
iromotions passed by me, we'd probably
end up on welfare. You can't be realistic,
can you? And while we're discussing our
financial state, why did you buy that
Gothic revival chair?! can't sit in it! Those
people must have been dwarfs in the
nineteenth-century. And now you want a
baby. Christ, the appointment has been
made for the abortion, I've checked out
this place, and how much can it -hurt
anyway? I think you're afraid." Michael ·
knew this to be the only solution to the
iroblem. He was unwilling to comiromise
in the least and tried to bully Carol into an
agreement.
Carol's anger rose. She had thought that
Michael could never be this demanding
and uncaring. Why was he acting so now?
This unwanted child of hers was a catalyst
in emerging his dark side. It was a definite
shock to his eccentric male pride. It had
not been his fault, Michael believed. The

sole responsibility rested with Carol. She
had been reckless and careless. Yet she
had not been the one to come home drunk
that night.
"Michael, just get a grip on yourself and
think. Think back to that night a month
and a half ago when you came home

curb, Michael sneered, "Well, I knew
you'd start bitching like your mother
sometime. Now it won't be long until you
get those huge buffalo hips of hers. Then
I'll laugh at you behind your back the way
I suspect you do at my thinning hair."
Walking inside the waffle house, the two

'' You know as u:ell as I do that u:e cannot afford
another baby. Somedmes I'd like to put those tioo
u:e've got up for adoption.''
reeling through the door. Was I the one
that attacked you? Was it mainly my
fault? I implore you to have some sort of
feeling for our baby," Carol pleaded. "You
secretly made this appointment behind my
back and wheedled me into letting
Jonathan and Marsha stay with Mother.
Then you practically forced me into this
car. Did that make you feel like a man,
Michael? Did it? I'll wager that was the
manliest moment in your perverted little
male chauvinistic life. Would you watch
where you're going?"
The car, racing along the street, had
skidded off the pavent. Michael took the
car's action as a bad omen. Yes, he would
defeat her. He was stronger than she. He
controlled their lives. One of the things
that had attracted him to Carol in the
beginning was her sense of belplessness
and submissiveness. Often he seemed like
her father instead of her husband. It was
an automatic reaction to tell her what to
do. Why was he not able to manipulate her
now?
"Listen Carol, I know I've been impulsive, but I'm only concerned with your
good. I think I've missed the street. Do you
want to stop for coffee and talk about this
rationally?"
"Okay, if you think that would help you.
But believe me, I'm not going to give in to
you this time. This is my baby."
As the car swerved into and around the
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stared coldly at each other. Their
marriage had been a failure, and they both
knew it. Why had they married? All that
remained of it was am empty shell. There
had once been happy times though. There
was the time when Jonathan was born.
Michael had been so proud of the little blue
bundle. And it was a good thing for Carol
that the baby had been a boy, for Michael
had warned her that she could not have a
baby unless she bore him a son, as if she
could control that sort of thing. And then
there had been the time when they had
}Xlfchased their first home. How exciting
that had been! They had each agreed to
save their money in order to have a sizable
mortage. Michael had still bought liquor
though. For months Carol combed antique
shops and other out-of-the-way places to
find that perfect effect for her decor. She
had even persuaded Michael to build
kitchen cabinets, and together they had
painted walls and hung draperies. Their
home was small, but homey.
As Michael walked in the door, glaring
at her, he inquired, "Why can't you see
that my way is the sensible way? I mean,
it's not like the little brat is going to know
what happens to him. I still love you. I just
don't want it. Are you hungry?"
"How can you think of eating at such a
crucial moment? Honestly, you are an
animal. Why don't you get rid of Jonathan
and Marsha too? I mean, while you're at it,
why don't you go for the record?"
, "Bitch," he mwnbled under his breath
while the waitress waddled over.
"What will you two have?"
Gazing up politely, Carol answered,
"Nothing for me, thanks."
"How about you, sir?"
"Oh, I'll have two scrambled eggs, an
English muffin, sausage, and coffe. And
my wife would like coffee and cheese
toast."
"Why did you do that? You heard me say
that I didn't want anything."
"Well, let's just say that I didn't want
you to get any of my food. You've done that
since we were dating. D'you remember
how I used to pull into Red Eye's and you'd
always hog my fries?"
"As I recall, you would have put away
too many beers along the way, had
promised to take me out to dinner, and
somehow would forget about dining in your
drunken stupor."
"Oh hell, so you think.everybody has to
be perfect like you? Well, I'm not like you,
and furthermore I don't care to be."
The waffle house buzzed with activity. It
was filled with the typical sort of people
found in a place of this nature. Truckdrivers sat on bar stools eyeing the
waitresses who strolled by in too tight
polyester knit uniforms. Working men
wandered in and out. High school boys

slwnped in the correr, obviously traunt.
The waitress arrived bearing a tray laden
with steaming food.
"No, nothing's the matter with my wife.
She's just feeling a little under the
weather. No, we don't need any cream or
sugar." The waitress leaves. "Hon, would
you look at those eggs? Why don't you ever
buy English muffins? You know how much
I love them. Come on and eat. You'll feel
better."
"The only thing that could make me feel
better would be to relive the blissful,
euphoric state I experienced as a fi.veyear-old."
"You're romanticizing again. Come on
and eat. You've been getting skinny since
you've been pregnant. I guess it's that
nausea. But that will be all cured after
today."
"What makes you so . sure that I'm
having this abortion, Michael? I mean, you
know I've been known to be wildly uniredictable."
"Baby, don't you always do what I say? I
want you to have it. That's why you'll have
it."
"Michael, it's my body am half my
child. You're forgetting that."
"Well, I don't want my half."
"Michael, I could get a job. Mother
would gladly keep the children. We're not
hurting for anything."
"Get a job!? I don't want you to get a
job! I can take care of you! I'm your
husband for Christsake! Besides, I don't
want all the burden of another baby,
changing those s+++ty diapers!"
"Have you ever had to change a diaper
in your life?" Carol sobbed uncontrollably.
"Shut up, would you? Everybody is
staring. Here, use my napkin. It's clean.
Say, if you're not going to eat your cheese
toast, can I have it? I'm starved."
Carol looked away. She tried not to look
as Michael ravenously consumed the food.
He is an animal, she thought. What would
her life be like without him? Maybe it
would be worse, but she did not know how
much worse things could get. She wondered, what would Joyce Brothers do if she
were pregnant by an uncaring bastard?
Carol was jolted back to awareness as
Michael turned to a fat woman sitting in
the booth behind them and said, "Hey, if I
were you, I wouldn't eat that. I mean, you
don't look like you need it."
Carol inwardly seethed. Why was
Michael such a pompous person? Had he
grown into it overnight? Had she been too
blind to see it before? "Michael, why are
you so rude? If Jonathan had said that, I
would have spanked him! Now you
apologize to that lady this instant."
"Not on your life. She knows she's fat."
Carol swung her feet out from under the
table and stormed toward the ladies'
room. She could not
to be in his
iresence any longer.
Michaelcalled after her, "Hell, what did
I do?"
Once inside the safe haven of the ladies'
room, Carol cried bitterly. She wanted to
return to those first years of her marriage.
She cried for those past happy days. She
cried for her unborn child that he wished
to harm. Damnit, she thought. I won't let
him take it. I can't. I love it more than him.
But what could she do? What did she
possess in her power to stop him? Thinking
back, she now knew why he had resisted
her telling her mother about the baby. He
knew how her mother would react. That
would be her comfort, telling her mother
about the baby would be ·h er strength. Her
(Continued on Page 18)
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By Patricia Trepanier

The Best Of Friends
By ANNE OOBYNE
I had hoped that we would be moving before the full moon, but tonight as its rich
yellow slants across our boxed belongings through the same bedroom windows,
I'm not so sure when we'll be leaving. I don't like the beauty in nights like this. I hid
from them, finding plainness easier to handle.
'One reason I agreed to move is that here, I plwiged into a situation I couldn't
handle. Now, I know I have to find comfort in my family, in the bounderies of an
ordered life, content to be Tommy's wife and force myself to be satisfied.
Tommy lies sprawled on his side in our bed. Getting up, I walk along the smooth
floor. I wonder how the floors in our next house will feel, the three bedroom, two
bath, all-American ranch style home. Until I touch its walls and know its essence,
it will not be mine. But I won't probe too deeply. I leave this house without tears. It
is too small, has no closet space, and is just not right for us. I leave it without tears
for the neighbors and friends, except for Sylvia and Jesse.
I walk to the window, staring straight at the moon, almost feeling its color wrap
me. As a beginning tremble threatens to bring on tears, I look toward where Sylvia
and Jesse live, four miles and two turns away. Their unlighted place blends into
the quiet landscape.
Memory demands that I remember the day, ten months ago when I first met
Sylvia, shortly after Tommy's transfer to Atlanta as a loan officer for the local
bank. I found Sylvia to be a very pretty lady and definitely friendlier than anyone
else I'd met here. I learned that she was very independent. She was originally from
Des Moines, Iowa and was working on her B.S. degree in law enforcement, in order
to go back to Des Moines later for law school, which she eventually did.
Sylvia was the most vibrant, radiant, energetic person I'd met in a long time,
and it really did me good to get to know her. We were the type of friends who ran

over to visit at odd hours, talked constantly on the phone, and played mother to
each others kids. We were always laughing and talking. We could find humor in
almost anything, and we usually did.
When I met Sylvia, most of the other ladies I'd met before at Tommy's social
(Continued on Paget)

Frolll the Editor
I believe that everyone who has been reading the
Pertelote since its inception will agree that this is the best
issue ever. The art and the writing are of a higher caliber
than that of any previous issue and I want to thank the
artists, writers, and poets who made this possible.
Other people without whom this paper would not be in
your hands are: Dr. Emilie a11111, who was much more
than pleasant and cooperative; Mr. Opal Lovett, who
Ji}otographed our art despite his busy schedule; Veronica
Kennedy, who is responsible for the best layout we've ever
had; and, of course, Dr. Clyde Cox, our advisor. Thank
you and enjoy.
-Dale Johnson
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The Best Of Friends
(Continued from Page 3)
functions were jealous of our relationship. They apparently wanted nothing more
to do with us because we were quote "stuck on ourselves." That they chose to act
that way was cool with me because, I rationalized, "Who needs them?". So long as
I had Sylvia, and our kids had each other, then we really didn't need anyone else.
Tommy was happy that I had finally met the friend I'd always longed for .He liked
Sylvia and her kids.
Jesse's absences were accepted by Sylvia as a part of life. "He's gone more
months than he 's home," she said. " I run the house, take of the kids, and work
part-time at the school library, after classes. I've never really had time to make
friends. "
"It does take time to trust someone," I answered, as she nodded. Lack of time
was not my excuse though. I just never could find anyone that I'd cared to share
my inner self with. I usually found comfort in Tommy's refuge-getting high on
grass. It was pretty cool and when I let Sylvia try it we both liked it and from then
on we would always have a couple of joints to really relax. So far the other people
I'd met were only faces, they had offered me nothing, and I had revealed nothing to
them-until Sylvia.
Her friendship warmed my life. She was the sister I'd always wanted. This
relationship in turn, moved me toward more kindness and -consideration with
Tommy. Our marriage was adequate, we followed a limited script. Now, feeling
alive, I was more enthusiastic about being a wife and mother.
The biggest problem Tommy and I had was his lack of enthusiasm for the night
life. As a teenager, I had been sheltered and had strict parents who seldom allowed
me to go out. Before Tommy and I were married, he'd catered to my desires to
party. Now, he was not into things like that anymore. Besides, he said, we can't
appear to be too rowdy. I went along with him because, finally, I guess he was
right.
In recollection, the days seem to merge together. Like bits of a puzzle, I glimpse
Sylvia's mouth wide in laughter, watch her hands scissoring through her hair,
smile at her determined stride. But then on the other hand, there are some days-a
sequence of events, really-that I remember whole, with a clarity I hope to cloud by
moving awasy.
IN MID-OCTOBER, just before the C.ounty election, Sylvia became a whirlwind
of energy supporting a Black candidate, Thomas Martin, for District Judge. She
had worked under him one summer through her school's co-op program and gotten
"A's" which counted as three hours credit. Sylvia really dug Thomas and worked
real hard. Her ability to pinpoint essential details astounded me. I armed myself
with Sylvia's dedication. My fervor pleased me, and Tommy.

''Li/e is a series of trade-offs. ''
During late autumn Sylvia and I climbed the hills outside of town. We would find
a secluded spot, smoke a little grass, and_ pick. browned weeds for floral
arrangements. Sylvia and I had the same tastes in plants and_most crafts. Once I
said
"Life isa series of trade-offs."
"He's a good, kind man, Dana," she
replied. I nodded at her comment, at her understanding what I really meant. Of
course Tommy spelled goodness, kindness. We enjoyed two childr~n who gave us .
few problems. Our marriage was a good trade-off. If I had married a man who
craved frontiers beyond the office, I would have had to risk more. So if my life with
Tommy was dull sometimes, I told myself, it was better than the life most other
women I knew led. But then, I had not met Jesse.
"Your life hasn't been a trade-off?" I asked.
"In part, but ours works fine for us," said Sylvia. And it did. Sylvia was independent, setting her own priorities, and she bent only temporarily when Jesse
came home.
For Christmas, I dreamed of something special for Sylvia. I felt determined to
create something very special for her that.I'd made myself. It would have to be
like our conversations, meaningful as our ideas: I struggled, hunting for a symbol I
could give. While toy shopping for Lisa and Kelvin, addressing cards, and sewing a
plaid jacket for Tommy, I found the perfect thing to make-a wall plaque of cattails, wild oats, and barley picked on our lnkes. But was it enough of an expression?
On Christmas morning when Sylvia arrived with Kizmet and Jessica, I
swallowed nervously as she unwrapped her present. She smiled at me, her silence
the ultimate compliment. Tears were in my eies when I opened the box she banded
me. Sylvia, impatient with handwork, J>1rt an excellent knitter, had knitted a
sweater form. I imagined the long tedious nights-she'd spent beni over it, sitting in
an easy chair, light from the reading lamp falling like a transparent veil around
her as she frowned in concentration over clumsy needles and kno~d yarn. I could
see her bite her bottom lip, resettle herself, scissor her hand through her hair, and
mutter "Damn," so the kids would not hear. She had given me so much.
On a foggy January morning, Sylvia phoned. "Don't call, come by or phone for a
couple of days. Jesse's home. We'll play newlyweds for a while.
"Want me to keep the kids?"
"No, they're in school all day. By evening, we'll be worn out." For five days I
didn't hear from her. Then on Friday afternoon she came alive again. She called to
say "You're all invited to dinner tomorrow."
"What shall I bring."
"We'll have something quick and easy-hamburgers. Pick up some potato
chips."
Even after everything that's happened, I wouldn't call Jesse handsome. His

image remains clear-untarnished by emotions that arose later-a man shorter and
leaner than Tommy. Looking at it objectively, Tommy was the handsomer of the
two men as they shook hands that night. But the vibrations I got from Jesse
weren't objective. Just as I'd instantly liked Sylvia, I immediately wanted to know
Jesse.
His handshake and easy laughter warmed me while his dark eyes hinted at a
specialness that life reserves for the fortunate few. We listened to stories about
Jesse's ship and heard Sylvia's parallel laughter. I was jealous of their obvious
happiness and confidence. It was unfair that they clicked so perfectly. Each
should have married someone weaker, should have supported a dependent spouse.
As the foW' of us sat around the fireplace, above which Sylvia had hung my
plaque, I tried to dismiss my jealousy by looking up at the gift. Sylvia ~oti~d and
smiled. Jesse, too, as if picking up the same wave, said, ''That's a ruce piece of
work, Dana." His brief comment implied more, just as Sylvia's always did.
Driving home, Tommy dissected the evening, careful not to say that he disapproved of Jesse. Unable to understand a man who abandoned his family for the
sea, Tommy hadn't appreciated Jesse's company. A defense rose in my throat, but
I stayed quiet, backing away fr<m a disagreement that might mar the golden glow
I felt inside.
"We won't see them again, then," I said as we turned into the drive.
"Well ... " Tommy half-shrugged his shoulders as if to say, "Of course we can see
them again, but not get too close."

''Jesse liked you, "she said. Delight ran
throll/l:h me. Ifelt like a schoolpirl again.

Over the weekend, I dialed Sylvia's nwnber, "Jesse liked you," she said. Delight
ran through me. I felt like a schoolgrirl again. How ridiculous, I thought, why
should his reaction matter? "C.ome by before the Monday evening Pl'A meeting,
and I'll drive us."
When Tommy dropped me by_their house at seven, Jesse answered the door.
Behind him I could see a snapping fire and my plaque gleamed above the orange
flames. "Come in, Dana. Plans have changed," he said "Somebody asked Sylvia
to go to the school early and start the coffee." We laughed about Sylvia's coffeemaking. "I'll have to drive you."
I protested saying that he shouldn't leave the children alone. "They're pretty
independent,:' he said. I nodded. They were small replicas of_ their parents, able to
cope, make decisions, and hold their own. I chose not to consider what role models
Tommy and I were for Lisa and Kelvin.
.
. .
.
"Besides," Jesse continued, "I'd like to take you." I waited mside the door while
he got his keys and settled his kids. In the fron~ seat of the ca;, n:1Y mou~ bec~e
dry, as I becameconsdous of my body. Many tunes before, I d ridden with f~y
friends, with associates of Tommy's, exchanging the expected banter, but with
Jesse, I became a woman riding beside a desirable man.
FANTASIES FWODED MY mind. How crazy to feel attracted to Jesse. I
rationalized that I was transferring my love for Sylvia to her husband. Then,
defensively, I decided I was overreacting becaused Tommy dicti:1't like Jesse. But
as strongly as stubborn desire had ever clutched me, I was physically attracted to
Jesse.
He grinned a "so long," and I walked briskly into the cafeteria where the PTA
was meeting and forced myself to rid my mind of these terrible, sinful thoughts I
had about my best friend's husband. I tried to downplay the whole silly moment of
intensity. Sylvia saw me from the kitchen, waved ~nd made a_ face that asked,
"Are we really doing this for our kids? Aren't we, m fact, afraid of w~t people
might say if we didn't act like loyal, dedicated parents?" I waved and smiled back,
convincing myself that I'd imagined the scene in the car.
That convin~ing was too easy. A few days later when f was grocery showing, I
ran into Jesse. "How about a cup of coffee?", he said. Fifteen years fled and I
stood adolescent and troubled. "It's Sylvia's day to work," he said.
"My groceries?"
"We'll be back before the frozen food defrosts."
Downplaying my conscience and my nervousness, I told myself, "There's
nothing wrong with having coffeed with my best friend's husband in a public place.
What's immoral about that?" But it wasn't right, and I knew it. Nor was anything
else from then on. Across the tablecloth, I met Jesse's eyes, knowing that he
promised an experience I'd never tasted. That was the turning p~int; despite my
protestations and hours of agony, there was no return. My breathing grows harsh
and my heart races as I remember. Pacing the bedroom floor, ignoring the moon,
ignoring my husband, staring at the packing boxes and whispering, "Things will
be better in the new place." But I become aroused as I remember Jesse's lips on
mine, his body pressing me close, and my heart, racing with desire.

"STOP IT " -I say. Tommy stirs on the bed and I realize I'm speaking aloud. I
dash from the room to flee myself. The wonder of Jesse clings tightly, and I nearly
sense his presence, feel his strength enfold me. I remember too, the things that
followed.
I'm not sure when Sylvia's suspicions were aroused. As I try to remember, I
suppose she guessed it from the beginning. The deception, cheating and l ~ had ·
• (Continued on' Page 16)
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Forever
By BETH REAVES
She stood starring out the fifth floor
window. Her gaze was transfixed on the leaf
bare trees in the direction of homes, as the
snow flakes fell silently. Home, that was a
place that seemed very far away and distant
now. She wondered if she could or would
ever be able to go back there after all that
had happened. She thought of the love and
warmth felt there. She could almost see the
small, cozy kitchen. She could visualize the
fire in the fireplace and almost feel its
warmth.
Suddenly, all those thoughts were shattered by the siren of another ambulance
pulling up to the emergency room door
below. Jerking, she began to re-live the
whole incident in her memory again.
They had been at home alone. The kids
were out, one at a basketball game and the
other at work. She and Will had enjoyed a
nice quiet evening together. They had eaten
dinner about 7:00 and afterwards had enjoyed sitting by the fire reading the
newspaper and dozing. It all seemed so
natural and peaceful for a Friday evening.
She .remembered him saying he was tired
and thought he'd go upstairs, take his bath,
and get ready for bed so he could be out of
the way when the kids came in. At the time
she had thought it strange for him to
volunteer to get ready for bed. He was
always the late night owl, but yet the early
riser. She remembered she told him to wait
and she'd go up too and that they could
watch T . V. until the kids came home.
After they got upstairs he got ready for his
bath and she had sat down on the edge of the
bed to take off her shoes. They had been
talking over the days events when she
realized he had gotten awfully quiet. Suddenly she heard a loud noise followed by a
dull thud. She looked up to find Will
sprawled out face down on the carpet. She
remembered screaming, trying to roll him
over, realizing he wasn't breathing, and
running to the phone to call the ambulance.
She remembered thinking how long it took
the ambulance to get there, how long it
seemed to take the paramedics to work with
him, how endless the ride to the hospital had
been, how she wished they'd all hurry.
Mary Elaine began to sob quietly as she
re-lived that night's events. Events that now
seemed, as home did, very far away, but
still very painful.
She had been so involved in her memories
she had not heard Dr. Rucker walk up
behind her.
Dr. Rucker was Will's heart specialist.
When they had first achnitted Will his
regular physician had refused to come out in
the middle of the night so a new doctor had
to be found. Dr. Rucker was consulted and
took the case. Since then he had stayed with
Will almost around the clock.
Dr. Rucker touched Mary Elaine on the
shoulder and said, "Mrs. Eaves, I need for
you to come to the conference room with
me."
Mary Elaine felt the tears beginning
again, but she fought them back and
followed Dr. Rucker obediently. Some of the
other family members also followed. When
they were all in the conference room Dr.
Rucker closed the door and sat down at
Mary Elaine's feet. He began by asking
questions pertaining to Will's prior health
and activities. After all those were answered to his satisfaction he answered all
the questions Mary Elaine and the family
had to a~. He answered everything as
accurately and fully as he possibly could.
Then tie told the family everything that was
being done and had been done for Will.
Dr. Rucker said, "AB of right now we
know that Will has had a massive cardiac

arrest. He is not responding too well to our
treatment at the present, but he looks like a
strong, reasonably healthy man so we are
expecting him to soon begin to perk up. I
won't try to flower the situation up any. The
next forty-eight hours will tell us a great
deal. I will be here and available at all
times."
After this the family took Mary Elaine
back out into the waiting room.
The forty-eight hour period passed with no
changes. Will was still not responding. Then,
on the third day he opened his eyes. At first
the doctors felt this was a good sign. They
thought the medication must have been
working and soon he would begin to talk.
Two days passed and still Will lay starring
straight ahead, showing no indication of
knowing people as they entered and exited
or of feeling any pain. He had not started to
talk again as the doctors had thought he
would. This state of the coma continued for a
week and a half.
At the end of Will's eleventh day in the
intensive care unit one of the young male
nurses began to notice that Will would flench
and change his facial expressions, as if in
pain, whenever the tubes or needles were
being changed or adjusted. The doctors
again felt this was a good sign and again the
family had a small ray of hope. This stage
continued for seven days. Mary Elaine had
begun to talk about what she and Will would
do when he woke up and she could take him
home with her.
As the eighteenth day ended Will began to
have trouble breathing. He had only been off
the respirator for three days. The ooctors
had wanted to run another brain scan, but
now that the respirator had to be reinstated
they were unable to do so.
The first brain scan had shown some train
activity but it was abnormal. The progress
Will had made since then it was thought
would have shown improved brain activity,
but with the change and return to the
respirator the one ray of hope began to
lessen.
As time drug on the counting of days
turned to the counting of weeks. The family
had been good about staying day and night
with Mary Elaine as she refused to leave the
intensive care waiting room only to go see

.

Will.
The doctors ran many tests on Will daily
trying to find the reason for his recurrance
with the difficulty in treathing. Finally, at
the beginning of the fourth week Dr. Rucker
said, "Mrs. Eaves I need for you to come to
the conference room with me."
Mary Elaine fought the tears once more
as she followed Dr. Rucker. Everytime she
had been called to the conference room it
had been bad news. She wondered as she
walked what had gone wrong now.
Dr. Rucker closed the door of the conference room and sat down beside Mary
Elaine. He said, "Will had developed
pneumonia. One of his lungs has collapsed.
This means we will have to put several of the
tubes back in and limit his visitors and
visiting times again. I told you that I would
be honest with you and for that reason I
must tell you now that the situation doesn't
look good. Will had fought hf_rd to overcome
this, but he is getting tired. His heart is
being overworked by the lossof one lung and
the mucus that has developed in the other.
Mary Elaine began to cry quiet!y. She now
realized that the hopes she had 'tried to hold
on to were beginning to fade.
She said, "May I see him, just for a
minute? I won't stay long."
Dr. Rucker said, "Alright, but don't stay
long. He tires easily."
Mary Elaine rose and opened the door at
(Continued on Page~)
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Miracle on MTC-59
By DALE JOHNSON
War broke out on Audred IV and, being a reporter for the Weekly Sfope, I was
itching to cover the story (after all, war correspondents get double pay).
Therefore, when Big Darren, my editor, called me into his office I was sure he was
going to send me to the front. No such luck.He told me I was going to Similia to
cover the annual salesmen's convention of the Jackson-Kintups Interplanetary
Simplectronics Company. (Apparently they were going to unveil their newest
product, a nuclear-powered dacqueri mixer, in time for the Cbristmas rush.) In
anger I told Big Darren this sounded like free advertising. He agreed, mwnbling
something about owing the president of the company a favor, and also mwnbling I
could take the assignment or go to work for the government. Is that a choice?
The trip to Similia takes three solar days if you go by skimmer and this would
give me a chance to try out the new sports model I had bought the week before with
the help of a high-pressure salesman. He had told me that not only was the skimmer the safest machine ever designed by man, but that this particular model
would really move and catch the eyes of beautiful women. That sowided good to
me. (Besides, it was on sale).
The trip was uneventful (boring) until I was two hours from Similia. That's when
the skimmer's computer told me (in its droning voice) that, since it had just
detected a flaw in the right engine that would result in a total engine failure, I had
about thirty-one minutes to get my suit on and find "suitable landing terrain." As
luck would have it, I was only thirty-five minutes fromMTC-59 , Similia's sister
planet. ·
( Now let me say something about MTC-69. It is a very, very cold planet, with the
average swnmer temperature staying around minus 25 degrees C. There is lots
and lots of snow and absolutely no plant or animal life. The winds are, at best,
ferocious. It's a great place.)
I was well inside MTC-59's atmosphere when my thirty-one minutes were up, but
I hadn't found that "suitable terrain." I really don't remember the crash, but it
must've been a good one because when I woke up, I was 200 meters from most of
my skimmer. Boy, was that salesman going to get it from me!
But before I had that pleasure, I'd have to get off this snowball, and a quick
check of the situation told me I didn't have much of a chance. Even if someone had
heard my distress call ( I did have enough presence of mind to send one off before
crashing), it might be a while before they found me. And here I was without my
winter wardrobe.
After checking the skimmer wreckage for something of use ( nothing, of course),
the cold started getting through my suit. I turned on my suit heater. Nothing. I
checked it out and there was a hole the size of a fist through it. I couldn't believe the
blow hadn't killed me. I've always been lucky that way.
After shivering about an liour in tlie cofd, I recalled that people ofien
hallucinated just before freezing to death. That's why it came as no sw,rise when, in my last moments of consciousness, a giant red bear found me, picked me up,
and took me away.
WHEN I CAME to, I was in a small, warm cubicle lined with white thermal
panels. My suit was piled in one comer. The only furniture ( besides the bed) was a
small table. There were several covered dishes on it that I dearly hoped contained
hot, steaming food. As I reached for the dishes, a panel slid aside.
The rather chubby man that walked in had to be at least seven feet tall. He had
long white hair and a full white beard to match. His smiling face was pink and
plump and his nose ended in a ball. He was smoking an Old Earth-style pipe and
was wearing a bright red thermal suit. This, I thought, must be my red bear.
"How are you feeling?" he asked. His voice was deep and booming, shaking the
walls of the cubicle.

ForeVer
( Continued from Page 5)
The next morning the doctors came to the
the other end of the conference room that led waiting room and tDld Mary Elaine to come
directly in _the intensive care ward. She and for some of the relatives to notify the
walked slowly to Will's sr:nall cubical. For a rest of the family. The end was near and the
short time she stood at the foot of his bed doctors knew Mary Elaine wanted to be
starring. Before her lay the man she had there.
As Mary entered the small cubical for the
loved, been married to aoo had been a part
of for over twenty-three years. She watched last time she noticed Will's heaving was in
all the machines as they registered his quick gasps now. She held one hand and the
every movement, breath, aoo grasp at life. oldest daughter held the other. As the family
She studied the large, muscular form that gathered around the heart monitor's jagged
lay in the bed so motionless. She walked on line, went straight and the high pitched
to the side of the bed and picked up Will's beeps became a single long tone. They knew
left hand. She held it gently between both of Will was gone. He had fought for a long time
hers and sobbed quietly as she looked at the for as hard as he possibly could, but he had
tan line where his wedding band had been -grown tired and needed to rest.
Mary Elaine smoothed his gray hair for
for so long. She looked at the blue marks
that were on the top of his hand where IVs the last time, kissed his forehead, whispered
had been for weeks. She wished he would "I love you," gently lay down his hand, and
open his eyes and speak, but she knew that walked out of the intensive care ward. She
with every minute that passed this became went to the window that faced toward home.
less likely to happen. She leaned over, The snow had stopped. The wind blew the
smoothed his gray hair, straightened his bare limbs of the leafless trees silently as
pillow, kissed his forehead, whispered "I she stood, staring in the direction of home,
crying quietly.
love you" and slowly left the room.

"Fine, considering. I can't thank you enough for saving my life. I thought that
was it."
"Any time, my fellow, any time," he said and laughed a belly laugh. I asked
myself when I had last heard someone say "fellow."
"Please eat up,Mr. Mackin. You need to regain your strength."
"Oh! You must have recovered some of my personal articles from the
wreckage."
"No, I'm afraid not. The snow covers things quickly here." He began stroking
his beard.
"But how did you... "
"Know your name? I ~wall about you: It is my business. Your name is Sellin
McGee Mackin, you hail from Celebreeze, and you work for the Weekly Scope. You
were on your way to Similia fer a convention when you crashed here." He smiled.
He must be a telepath, I thought. (Those guys always make me nervous.)
-The big man stood aoo walked over to the dishes, uncovering each. "Please Mr.
Mackin, you must eat. You've been unconscious for over a day."
My eyes nearly popped out. Every dish was one of my favorities, fr<lll the
Visimian butter to the Burlian wine. I stared at him in amazement. I had never
heard of a telepath who could read your mind when you were unconscious.
He just laughed aoo walked out.

THE MINUTE I put the last bite in my mouth, he returned with some warm
clothing. I began dressing.
"If you don't mind," he said, "I'd like to show you around my place. I'm rather
proud of it and I don't get too many visitors." He looked proud.
"Sure," I said. "But can I ask if there's any way I can get to Similia soon?"
''Certainly. I've ordered a shuttle prepared to take you, but it won't be ready
until tomorrow. Is that soon enough?"
Not for the convention, I thought, but that's no great loss. "Fine," I answered _
"I'll also have your suit fixed. You're lucky you weren't killed"
At that, we left the cubicle to begin the tour (I felt I should indulge him since I
owed him my life). We entered a large curving hall lined with more white thermal
panels.

"My n!}me is Kris Krinp;le."

'!By the way," I said. "What's your name?"
He turned to me and very simply said, ''My name is Kris Kringle."
As I chewed on that, a panel slid aside ahead of us and we entered an enormous
room. It was full of-I know you won't believe it-about 100 elves. All of them were
busy working on various children's toys: sonic music balls, memory bubble
games, moon trains, and robot babies.
My guide looked at me with a big smile of ptjde. "This is one of my factories.
Isn't it wonderful?"
I just looked at him, not knowing what to say. He took me by the arm.
"Come, let me introduce you to my workers. Friends!'' he called in a loud
voice, "Here is the fellow who crashed yesterday. His name is Mr. Mackin."
A chill went up my back when all those elfin heads turned toward me and I
nearly ran when they put their tools down and walked over. But as each introduced
himself ( in the little high-pitched voice you expect elves to have), I lost all my fear.
They were very, very pleasant and all smiles, like their boss. It was all I could do to
keep from patting them on their bald heads.
"0.K.," the big man said, "That's enough. Backto work. We do have a deadline,
you know."
"I turned to him. "Where did you ever find them?"
He looked puzzled for a moment, then began laughing uncontrollably. As he
wiped tears from his eyes he said, "Mr. Mackin, these are androids. There are no
more elves."
I was shocked. They were the best built androids I had ever seen.
"Did you build them?" I asked.
"Of course! Now follow me, Mr. Mackin. I have more wonders to show you."
As we returned into the corridor, I thought of what he had said before. Did this
guy really think he was Kris Kringle? Santa Claus?
He looked closely at me. "I know what you must be thinking, but I am Kris
Kringle. If you doubt it, just look around you. You just saw my toy factory and my
elves. And I'm about to show you my reindeer and sleigh."
It is, I believe, always disconcerting to be stranded on an ice planet with a
lunatic. But I had seen my share of lunatics and I sure didn't have this guy pegged
for one. You can usually see it in their eyes and all this guy had in his eyes was a
smile. Still, something was wrong somewhere.
I finally spoke. "You say you are Santa Claus? Of the Old Earth legend?"
"Yes."
"But how can that be? He never existed. There was never any toy factory, elves,
reindeer, or sleigh. Santa Claus was a fairy tale."
He looked at me and stroked his beard. "Believe it, Mr. Mackin. Forget you are a
reporter for a moment and don't question it. Just believe I am Kris Kringle and it
will be so."

(Continued On Page 7)
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Miracle on MTC-59----------(Continued From Page 6)
I could think of no reply so I just followed his big, bouncy walk. Soon, another
panel slid aside. "This," he said, "is my sleigh room."
It turned out to be a large hangar and his "sleighs" (there were several) were
really small nuclear-powered cargo shuttles. But for all intents and purposes they
really did look like oversized sleighs.
"Of course, I can't get all the toys I need into one sleigh, so I'll have several
loaded up and orbiting Similia. When one runs out, I'll transfer to another."
I stared at him. "You mean you plan to take all the toys those 'elves' are
building and give them to good little girls and boys on Similia?" I couldn't keep the
sarcasm out of my voice.
"Exactly. Except I'll leave toys for AU.. the children on Similia-not just the
good ones. It'll be just like the old days." He called out to some elves on the far end
of the hangar. "Friends, bring Dasher in here for Mr. Mackin to see."
I couldn't believe this. "You won't need deer to pull these 'sleighs' of yours.
They're nuclear powered! Besides, how could you ... "
The elves had returned leading a ten foot tall deer with an antler spread that
must have been six feet. As it stood over me it lowered its head to get a better look,
then licked me with a huge tonge. I patted its nose.
"Another android?"

"PM AFRAID SO. Reindeer have been extinct for a while. Besides, they never
grew quite this large. But don't you think they'll add a marvelous touch to the
whole picture?"
"You're crazy, you know. You're just going to scare the hell out of everybody on
Similia. If you don't get blown out of the sky when you cross the planet's defense
barrier. , you'll be shot as an intruder when you start breaking into homes. There's
a war going on, you know."
He just looked at me and smiled slyly. "Believe me, I have my ways of doing
things. No one will see or hear me. It will be like magic to everyone."
I was getting angry. Didn't he know how dangerous this scheme was? ''The days
of magic have passed," I said. "H you try ... "
He suddenly looked at me with his smile completely gone. It was the only time I
ever saw him angry.
"No!" he said. "The days of magic are not passed. They're just beginning again,
for I will return to Man what he craves most in his heart of hearts."
"You mean magic?"
"Yes, magic, Mr. Mackin. I believe mankind needs magic for its well-being.
Ever since the Industrial Revolution on Old Earth, science has reigned supreme.
And science slowly destroyed all man's superstitions, folk legends, his
imagination, and his magic. Today, Man has lost his wonderlust at life because
everything mysterious has been explained in full by science."
"Is that such an evil thing?" I asked.
A triumphant expression came over his face. He pointed at me and said, "Let me
ask you a question. Why are there so many articles, written by reporters such as
you, on the malaise and creative stagnation that has gripped mankind for the last
hundred years or so? It is because there is no more wonder and awe to life."
"Can you honestly believe that is the cause of mankind's 'malise,' as you call
it?"

"What mankind really needs is a liule
rrwre madness. "
. "Yes," he said calmly, "I can. Do you know why there are so few really creative
people these days? It's because of science. At birth, every baby's-brain chemistry
is carefully checked. If there is the slightest anomaly, it is corrected. This, I admit,
has eradicated mental disorders, but it has also destroyed Man's creativity. You
see, you have to be a little mad to be imaginative or creative, and science has
made us all 100 percent normal. What mankind really needs is a little more
madness."
I was about to tell him how mad he himself sounded when he had his elves
release the reindeer. The reindeer immediately jumped into the air and began
flying around the hangar. When I could take my eyes off the deer, I watched the old
man. As he followed the deer's flight, his eyes were lit with intense joy. He looked
like an oversized child playing with an oversized toy.
After the deer landed and was put away, we headed back to my cubicle. I kept
trying to think of some way to get him to cancel the whole thing. He was obviously
well-meaning; but he had to be a little off. How else could he have come up with
such a scheme? And he kept disregarding my warnings. I cursed myself for
wprrying so much about him, but I did owe him my life, didn'tl?
"Please listen to me," I said at the door of my cubicle. "You'll never be able to
pull this off. It's impossible to deliver toys to an entire world of children in one
night. Surely, you can see that." ·

"You forget, Mr. Mackin, that I have magic at my disposal." And when he
flashed that smile again, something gave wav in me,
"Magic?" I screamed. "You're a hypocrite.
You keep talking about
magic and how science has destroyed it. But aren't you using that same science to
give th~ effect of magic? Your elves are androids,your sleigh is a cargo shuttle,and
, yo~ re~deer are nucle~r-~wered r~bots. And it surely took a lot of technology to
build this complex you hve m. Face 1t. You're not a magician at all. You're just a
very clever scientist."

"Wlwn I saw the expression on his
face, Ifelt like a murderer. ''

When I saw the expression on his face, I felt like a murderer. He looked at me
sadly.
"You still don't understand, do you? I really am Kris Kringle. I really can
perform.magic. I only use science to facilitate things. I can't do everything with
my magic at once, but that doesn't detract from the power of it. You will see one
day."
With that, he walked off and left me.

,,
THE NEXT MORNING an elf came to tell me a sleigh was ready to take me to
Similia. He was carrying my suit, completely repaired. I took it and followed him.
As I stood on the hangar deck, I believed the old man was going to let me leave
without thanking him again, but he finally showed up with his smile back in place.
I ~laced my hand in his much larger one. "Thanks again for saving my life. I'm
afraid I haven't acted grateful, but if there is anything I can ever do
you, please
contact me. You know where I work."
"Thank you, but there is nothing I need. I am quite content."
The elves began· warming up the engines of the sleigh and the noise echoed
louder and louder in the hangar.
"Tell me," I said·. "What makes you think I won't go back to the Scope and write
the story of an eccentric old man on MTC-59 who thinks he's Santa Claus? What if I
tell all your secrets and ruin your magic?"
"I do~'t ~ink you will, _Mr. ~ckin, because I think in the back of your mind you
are begmnmg to wonder if I'm right. But if not, can I ask you to save the story until
after Christmas?"
"Maybe. I can't promise anything."
"That is all I ask. Just give me the time to prove I'm what I say I am."

for

"How will you do that?"
"Name it. I will do anything you ask."
"Anything?"
"Yes."
I picked the first thing that came to mind. "Why not end the war on Audred IV?"
He seemed to think for a moment and then said, "It will end the day after
Christmas." He looked positive of the fact.
The elves motioned me aboard the shuttle. The engines grew louder. As I waiked
up the loading ramp, I turned to wave goodbye to the old man.
He cupped his hands to his mouth. "Sellin, if the war ends on December 26, you
may just think it's a coincidence. H you do, ask yourself two qu,~stions. One, when
you first saw the elves, didn't you want to believe they were the real thing? Didn't
you? And two, how did you ever survive the crash of your skimmer?"
"Goodbye, Kris," I called out over the noise.
"You see?" He laughed. "You called me Kris. There is hope yet."
The doors closed and we lifted off. I spent the entire trip thinking of all the things
Kris had said.

WHEN I FINAU.. Y returned to work, Big Darren was all ready to let me have it.
But when he heard about my crash, he calmed down a little-just a little-and I
didn't get fired. I didn't say anything about Kris to anyone. I had decided to wait
and see.
When the story about Similia's Christmas surprise broke, the reaction was
greater ~an even Kris dared believe. Everyone on the 208 planets of known space
was ta~g a~ut what had happened with just a little fear of the mystery of it all,
and with a little awe. It captured everyone's imagination, especially when
government scientists and technicians couldn't for the life of them explain how the
whole thing had been pulled off. And Kris had let just enough people see him to
s~t everyone wondering if it could really be true about a man in a sleigh drawn by
reindeer.
Do I even have to say it? The next day, peace was declared on Audred IV.
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Unplanned Parenthoo
By JODI JERGENSON
"Currently a nationwide trend, couples
are putting off having children, feeling no
need to ... "
Kirby's mind wandered from the article
she was reading. She tried to picture herself
the mother she was soon to be. She could see
it: Kirby and boy-girl go to the park to play
ball-house with the puppies trailing behind.
No way, she thought, I'll be a liberated
mother. None of this pink for her and blue
for him for our baby!
"I don't want to play ball or house or any
other damn thing!" she shout.ed to herself.
"Jesus," she mumbled, "I'm not only a
mother-to-be, I'm a raving lunatic talking io
myself. Oh, my God! Michael will probably
leave me-I can see it all now, headlines:
'Wed Mother has Child Out Of Wedlock' ·or
'Mother Caught Screaming For No Apparent Reason While Neglect.ed Child
Wonders Where Father Is'." She laughed,
and thought, at least my sense of hwnor is
still with me but, oh God, what about
Michael?
"Hi, Honey! What smells so terrific?"
Mike grabbed Kirby, giving her a squeeze
and a quick kiss.
"Your favorit.es, besides me, curriedchicken crepes, asparagus casserole, and
cheesecake!"
"You out.did yourself, what's the occasion?"
Kirby began to feel her first wave of
panic. She didn't want to blurt out her
unexpected, unwant.ed news yet. She had
planned all day how to break it to Michael.
She knew he wouldn't be happy about it, but
sh~ hoped, still, that he would surprise her
and actually be glad she was pregnant.
Nonetheless, she want.ed him to be full,
relaxed and warmed by some wine before he
found out. She began to shake.
"I'm pregnant." She couldn't help it. He
might have enjoyed the meal more, she
reasoned, but I couldn't have' lived through
it!
"You're what?" He screamed.
"I'm pregnant." Kirby tried to keep her
voice calm, rational.
"What does that mean?"
"We're going to have a baby."
"I don't want to have a baby, Kirby." He
sounded mean ·and saraastic. "How did it
happen, an accident?"
"Birth control methods do fail, you
know."
"Why?"
"How the hell do I-know? All I know is that
after three years of successfully handling it,
our wonderful birth control method failed.
I'm pregnant and in precisely seven
months and two weeks, you'll be a daddy."
"S++t."
· "That won't help."
"Are you sure you're really pregnant?"
"To borrow a phrase, I visited the grave of
the dead rabbit."
"And?"
"It was a wonderful funeral, you
should've been there."
"God! How can you be so flippant about
this? I believe you're happy about it."
"No, I'm not. When we've talked about
children, and decided to keep putting off
having them Mike, I didn't regret our
decision. I've always secretly wondered if I
ever really want.ed a child. I guess we
weren't given that choice. I considered the
two dogs and the two birds all the family we
needed."
"I'm too young to be a father." He turned
from her and studied his image in the
window pane. A blank shadow of a person
was all he could make out.

By Chris Madrid
"You 're thirty."
"That's right, and I'm too damn young to
be a father. I don't want to be tied down to a
smelly, crying little rug rat. What about
when we just want to take off for a weekend
in the van? What about that? What'll we
do?"
"Well, a kennel won't do."
"You're just a bundle of laughs."
"I'm trying to make the best of this."
"There is no best of this."
"I know, Mike."
"S++t."
"You know what the worst of all this is? I
just lost that t.en pounds I've been trying to
lose for the last five years and, whammy, fat
· city."
"That's not the worst of it. I can not
believe you ... we're talking babies here ...
. real, honest-to-goodness babies and you're
worried about getting fat."
"I will get fat." Her voice was a question
mark.
"Yeah."
"Will you still wanna make love?" She
had wondered aboot that all day. Mike was

so body-conscious, and was so proud of her
figure, he couldn't tolerat.e imperfection in
himself, or in her.
"The way I feel right now, I'll never touch
you again." He sat down on the kitchen
chair like a much older man. He rested his
head in his hand and suddenly believed he
was going to cry. I've got to get out of here,
he thought, this whole scene is what I've
always been afraid would happen. But we've
been married so long, I didn't think Kirby
would do this to me. What a rotten trick! He
said,"I can't believe you'd do this and I can't
believe you didn't do it on purpose!"
"Michael, how could you say that? What
about you- I can't believe you did this to
me!"
"Don't be ridiculous! How could I have
done this to you?"
"You know damn good and well you've
been eating a lot of oysters lat.ely, and what
about all those ginseng tablets?"
"That does it, I'm leaving!"
"What?" she could barely believe he had
said he was leaving, he'd never done
anything like that before. She couldn't stand

to think that he might mean permanently.
Her eyes began to water, she wanted to cry,
wanted him to see her tears and stay.
Anything to make him stay!
"I'll be back. I've gotta go think." He
ignored her face, her eyes, he knew she was
hurt and upset, but he didn't care. Suddenly
he felt distant from Kirby, apart from her,
as if they had known each other slightly
before, but never cared to pursue a friendship that seemed pointless. He thought, God,
I don't even like her anymore.
"But ... but dinner-I fixed-"
"Screw dinner." He grabbed his car keys
reached in the refirgerator for a beer, and
walked out.
"Damn it all to hell!." she screamed, not
so much at Mike, but at her situation, her
life that had changed so drastically with
only one new event. That seemed to make it
so much more ironic. The minute you
thought you could trust someone, she
thought, that love was real and wouldn't
change, no matter what, it did.
"I don't want to be a mother, not at all!
Doesn't he know that? I haven't been an
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A Play In One Act

actress, or a singer, or a writer or anything.
I haven't even grown up yet." She hWlg her
head and began to sob uncontrollably.
Michael pulled his sports car, designed for
two, onto the dark gravel road and stopped.
He picked up a new beer, his eighth. I wish
I'd get drunk, he thought as he pulled the
poJ>-top off, lifted the can and drank a long,
sloppy gulp. Life is a bitch!
He got out of the car, grabbed the
remaining beers, and walked down next to a
creek. He found a big rock, the one he and
his buddies had used as a diving board in
grade school. He sat down on it, leaned
back, looked at the stars and began to think
c1uvut t..~-:>'1P. days. He could see himself
peeling off his snii-t, jeans and shorts and
diving off the rock into the clear, cold water.
He took another swig, let his past go, and
thought about Kirby. She was so different
from anyone he'd ever met before. So independent, so self-assured, confident
beautiful and she made him feel like he wa~
the greatest from the ·first moment they'd
met. She agreed with his dreams. She'd
always acted like she'd needed him. He had
known she didn't. He wasn't so sure that it
wasn't he that needed her. "But I can do
without her," he said. "I sure as hell can."
He began to feel like crying. He didn't care
not to, so he let his emotions go and cried
about being a father, cried about having a
baby, about losing his independence, about
his being a man now, and abolrt how hard he
worked everyday .
. H~ cried a long time. When he stopped, he
didn t feel any better, only drained and
tired. He looked at his watch, stood up
slowly, stretched and walked back to his
car.

my ass off so the little bastard can go to
college, and then he'll be gone. 'Course by
then I'll be an old man, and who'll care
anymore?"
"You've got this all planned out, don't
you? First birth, then kindergarten, grade
school, high school, college, marriage and
your seclusion with a then-bitter wife. It
won't work, Michael. Life is not a one-act
play, and you're sure as hell not the
director."
"What do you expect me to do?" He
shouted the question at her.
"I expect you to be decent. To say, 'oh,
baby, you're pregnant-I'm so proud. I love
you so much and I'm going to try to be the

best father ever.' Then go off in a corner and
call me a bitch, a traitor, a no-good
whatever but, for God's sake, can't you put
on an act for me?"
"Talk about a fantasy, a play. Is that the
way you want our relationship to be? An
act? A series of lies so that we won't hurt
each other's feelings?"
"No, I don't. You don't know how I feel
though, because I'm not calling you names
for doing this to me, for wrecking my life
like this. And I'm not saying, 'well, I'll do
my duty. I'll play the obligatory mother,
holding you always at fault, but being damn
noble about it.' " She sobbed She knew it
wouldn't work, they couldn't go on like this.

''Kirby, lets table this discussion, okay? I
don't believe we're getting anywhere."
Kirby began to cry harder. She could read
the program in her mind: Unplanned
flarenthood: A Play In One Act.
With Michael Westmann as the Father,
and Kirby Westmann as the Mother.
I guess I'll be an actress after all, she
thought. I wouldn't have picked this particular script, though. Maybe my lines won't
be too hard and anyway, how long can a oneact play be before the curtain is pulled,
before the crowd leaves and the place is
deserted, dark and empty with no more
applause, and no more tears and no more
laughter, but with one helluva grande finale.

" Kirby, you awake?"
" Yes." She hadn't slept at all, had only
tried to rest. She was exhausted from
thinking too hard about things she couldn't
change.
" Let's talk."
"What's to say?"
"There's a lot to say, you know that." He
didn't know exactly, he only knew
something had to be settled. "Kirby, you
and I both know I don't want this baby, but
you're pregnant and so that's that. I think
we'd better decide what we're going to do
about this."
"What do you mean? Mike, I love you! I
wouldn't even consider having an.abortion-

"

"I don't mean that. That is out of the
question for me, too. I mean how are we
going to handle this?"
,
"A divorce?" She whispered the word,
afraid that saying it would breathe life into
an ugly situation, one she'd never expected
to deal with.
"No. We love each other, don't we?"
"Do you have to ask? I know that we love
each other now. Will we later?"
"There's no way of knowing, Kirby. No
guarantees."
"Will you always blame me for this?"
He thought carefully about his answer. He
didn'twantto hurt her, but he didn't want to
let her off-the-hook, either. The fact was, he
did consider her at fault. "Yes, Kirby. I
don't want to lie to you, but I'm afraid I
always will. blame you."
She wanted to scream. You son-of-alitch, she thought, you no-good son-of-abitch. She said, "Oh." Her mind raced,
she'd never forgive him, she'd carry his
accusations for the rest of her life and she
doubted she'd ever be able to hold their baby
and not think of his words.
"Kirby, it's hard for me to think of all the
years ahead with a child. I hadn't thought
about it. I guess we'll do all the right things,
and spend all the right money, and I'll work

By Teresa Farrow
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The Yankee

and the
Redneck
ByKATHYSHEEHY
Ralph Whitrneir had just driven 1200 miles
and was tired. It was 7 a.m. when he rolled
into the small town with the sign that read
"Welcome to Buzzard Roost, population 73."
About a block ahead on the left, the lights of
Parson's General Store shown through the
morning mist, and Whitmeir's craving for
coffee and food led him instinctively inside.
He walked to the counter and spoke. "A
cup of hot coffee and a danish."
The man on the other side rose slowly,
adjusting his overalls and plaid shirt. A wad
of chewing tobacco protruded in one cheek,
and he held an RC colar in one hand and a
moonpie in the other. "Well, God bless ya'
son. Ain't.cha' even gonna say g'mornin'?
You just like my ol' neice Bobbie May. Don't
never say nothin' t' nobody nohow 'cept t' git
'er way. Now then, my name's Joe. What's
yourn?"
"Whitmeir. Ralph Whitrneir."
"There, that's better. Canna hep y'a,
Ralph?"
"A cup of hot coffee and a danish,"
Whitmeir repeated.
"Suh, we ain't got no danish, or sweet rolls
neither. But the wife's in da back cookin' up
a batch of grits 'n cornbread if it'd please
ya' this morning'."
"No."

By Lisa Perry

"sell before Oct. 2, 1957_." The sight of it and
the smell of hot cornbread escaping from
the back made his stomach rotate in the
wrong direction. He returned to the counter.
"Do you have any deli sandwiches?"

"Naw, but ah kin make ya' up one right
smart quick if ya' like," Joe replied as· he
pulled a loaf of bread out of a spider web in
Joe handed him the coffee and said, "Feel the corner.
free t' walk 'round 'n see if there's sumptin'
else'll catch yo' eye."
"No. Forget it. I'll take a bag of potato
Whitmeir strolled through both aisles chips."
.
reading lables on black-eyes peas, hog
"That be all fo' ya' today, suh?"
jowls, and similar <Usasters. He blew the
"Yes." Whitrneir pulled $3 from his
dust off a can of pork and beans and saw wallet.

"Ain't-a~gonna need but a half 'o o~e 'o
'em," Joe said. "Comes 't 53 cents."
Whitmeir paid and turned to go, but was
stopped by Joe's voice.
"Now, I swear ya'lls kind is all 'like. Can't
spare a time t' set 'n talk awhile. Jes'
rushin' from here t' o'er yonder 'non 'non."
"Wait a minute, old man."
"Me wait? Here, pull up a chair 'n lemme
tell ya' 'bout my brother's young uns up t'
Possum Ridge when he took 'em t' the
county rodeo. It was high noon, 'n the sun's a
wrnin', so's the littlest one, Polly Sue, she ..

"

"I need to go," Whitrneir interrupted."!

need.to wawk tne aawg and go down to the
cawner and use the phone by the beah
store."
"Well, be off with ya' then, but ya'll come
back now, ya' heah?"
Whitmeir turned arouoo. "I hear fine."
"Well, y'all come back."
"Did I forget something?"
Joe chuckled, "You Yankees ain't gotta
lick o' sense, do ya'?"
"That's your opinion," Whitmeir called
back as he started his Caddilac, "but just
remember who wbn the war!"
He t,acked out from between two pick up
trucks ·and was gone.

-(No More)-

Springl980
By DALE JOHNSON
Tens of thousands of students must have
walked the halls of Bibb Graves in its time,
but no more. Now only secretaries, painters,
carpenters, and businessmen - administrators haunt those halls. And with the
change in inhabitants comes not only a
physical change within Bibb Graves, but a
chance in the atmosphere and the feeling of
the building.
There used to be a distinct smell to Bibb
Graves that no other building on the campus
had. It was a sort of combination of the
odors of sharpened pencils, old graffiti covered wooden desks, moldy green curtains, cigarette smoke, and well-used books.
It was a homey, comforting smell,
especially to those rushing inside on some
freezing winter morning when the building's
heat made the smell even more alive.
Now that smell has been replaced by that
ci fresh paint, new wood, and oily
machinery. The cigarette smoke is ·still
around, but now it comes from carpenters
and painters instead of students, and
somehow the smoke has a tained, wordly
quality that it never had before. The only
pencils in Bibb Graves are those used to
mark what is to be cut off or torn down. The
only books are ledgers.
Strolling the halls of Bibb Graves and

looking inside the old classrooms, even
more drastic changes become evident. The
old wooden desks, more comfortable than

anything modern technology can produce
today, have disappeared, never to be seen
again. The old black tile has been tom up

6ocxlbye------..
By GENE WISDOM
I stand.again over her-grave. It has been a while since I last saw her smile so
fairtily,so weakly. She had suffered so much in her last years as her enemies
multiplied. No one ever understood why they hated her so much. ls the parasite not
indebted to its host for its very life? She provided to these leeches both native and
abroad. They cast on1y contempt in return, until they sucked her dry.
Few mourners came to pay their last respects any more to this grand lady. The
poverty and tyranny which surrounds her is the only monument to her absence.
Most of those who pass by her weed-overgrown grave marker on their way to i4hour workdays stop only to spew down angry glances. These ungrateful parasites
no longer have a host, but are instead victims themselves of the blood-sucking
State which tells them that the Ministry of Happiness has taken away their
freedom and saps away their strength only to insure their security. History alone is
just, it seems.
Again, as the wind chills my tears, I will lay a wreath at her grave on my way to
the candle factory. Good-bye America.

from the floor and the moldy green curtains
have been tbrn from the windows. The
blackboards have been removed from the
wall and carted off. The rooms are devoid of
anything suggestive of what they once were.
Some classrooms are not only empty, but
are being turned into offices. Steel beams,
ready for the sheetrock and insulation that
will turn them into walls, stand up forming
mazes. Doors are being removed and
cemented over, reminiscent of The Cask of
Amontillado, but instead of Fortunato,
memories are ent.ombed, and will never
escape. New curtains, new ascetic office
furnitw-e, and quaint paintings from Woolco
will soon be added to complete the
metamorphosis, and everyone will soon
forget that these rooms weren't always
offices, but were once classrooms.
For the future students of Jax State, Bibb
Graves will only be the "Administration
Building," where the powers- that-be of the
university do their business. But for those of
us who learned in Bibb Graves and, more
importantly, were changed and grew
because of what we learned there, it will
always be something very important and
dear. We will mourne its passing. As
W?rdsworth wrote: "Men are we, and must
grieve when even the shade - Of that which
once was great is passed away."
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An Exercise
in Point
of View

A Typical

Morning
By PAMELA LEE HARTDEGEN
As one walks down the corridor of Borne
Hall, a faint mumbling can be heard.
Crowds of people standing and sitting by the
walls exchanging whispers of gossip, seem
to block all passages. Stepping over a
threshhold of Room 114, is like entering a
different world.
A loud roar greets all incomers with an
investigative tone much louder than its
partner in the hall. People speaking in their
regular voices are inquiring about the
weekend gossip in their hometown.
Questions from, "Did you go out with Paul
Friday night?" to "Guess what Mary told
me!" can be scarcely unscrambled as
laughter periodically rings throughout the
room. Then just as if a sign saying
"QUIET" had been lit the noise dissipates
into utter silence with a few voices trailing.
Just then everyone glances upward and
Mr. Wilson can be seen with books in one
hand and a filled coffee mug in the other
hand slowly marching down the stairs to his
lab desk. Putting down books and coffee, he
rummages through his notebook to find the
roll. An almost unheard murmur starts up
again and gradually gets louder.
Mr. Wilson then softly suggests "Quiet for
the roll." This having not worked he yells,
"QUIET". Total silence fills the room once
more as Mr. Wilson begins, "Andrews,
Brown, Clark ..... "

Friendship

By Jerry Silmon

By CARRIE MELINDA FRENCH
You and I face many people who do not
understand us. What disturbs me so is that
they do not wish to even try. They only see
you as "black" and me as "white". They
refuse to look closer and see the bond of
friendship we so freely share. Even though
they want to understand, society will not let
them. Deep down in their souls, they know
we are committing no moral wrongs, yet to
be accepted by their fellow individuals, they
must say that we are wrong ...
They preach that we are "sinners" in the
Eyes of God.
They frown when they see us walking side
by side.
They secretly whisper ...unaware that we
hear their "false'' words. You have asked
me many times, "Why?"
I too have often questioned, yet I have not
found any answers. I seek God for wisdom to
understand. I observe people, both prejudice and non-prejudice. I read books to
clarify misinterpretations I have been
taught. And sometimes . .! treak down and
cry.
The tears come so easily when I feel
someone is condemning me for caring for
you. I feel that I must nm and hide so that
they won't see that I am vulnerable, fragile
and weak.
Other times ..! have so much anger
stirring inside of me, I feel I could dispel all
signs of prejudice with the sole touch of my
hand.
You and I will keep facing these people
who do not understand us. We will do it with
the truth and the understanding that we are
equal. But much more importantly, we will
do it with the truth and the understanding
that we are-friends. Yes, we will often cry
the "needless" tear, yet in doing so, we
might show someone that both the seed of
love and friendship are planted far and deep
within.

A Vivid Drea~
By PAMELA BARTDEGAN
A frightful feeling enguJfed Sue as she awoke. As Sue turned her eyes on
everything, scrutinizing the room, her fright grew: this wasn't her room. The room
was small not like her large room. The walls were a dull grayish colour which
could easily be associated with loneliness,quite different from the bright spring
wallpaper she excitedly picked out last week. The ceiling had small cracks where
old paint had chipped away; aoo instead of a green shag carpet the floor was cold,
bare cement. The dimly lit room became slightly gayer when Sue flipped on the
switch of her bedside lamp. Along with the welcomed light, a few furnishings could
be seen: a srilall writing desk, a stool, a bedside table, and of course the bed in
which she lay. This differed greatly from her well-furnished bedroom. Sitting up in
the bed, Sue noticed a window, barred and locked, just abov:e her. Streaks of a
broken, bright sunlight were desperately trying to make this nighbnarish place
seem pleasant.
Suddenly, a cold shiver crept through her. A lonely, frightened feeling overcame
Sue:, so she slipped uooer the covers and lay very still. Sue began to hum to herself
in her mind at first, but soon the dreary room had been allowed to share this
melody. After a while, though Sue was not sure just how long, the doorknob turned.
The door opened and a very concerned looking, middle-aged woman entered the
room. She was in her mid-forties, black hair, 5 feet 4 inches tall, and slim. She was
wearing a white nurse's uniform, cap, and shoes. Sue's humming stopped and she
sunk further under the covers when she saw the nurse. Without saying a word, the
nurse slowly motioned Sue to follow her. Cautiously, the apprehensive girl obeyed.
She was led down a long, dimly lit corridor lined with people sitting and standing
by both walls. Everyone _was staring at Sue as someone would stare at a crazy
person. The walls of the corridor were the same culour as the walls in her new
room.
The two ladies stopped in front of a door at the end of the corridor. Lazily opening
the door, the nurse gestured Sue into a large office. Identically coloured, the walls
were a lifeless hue with a white tiled floor. The room was darkly lit with a big black
sofa, a bookcase, and a marble-top desk with a short, stocky man seated behind it.
After the awe of this dismal room had partially worn off, Sue sat down in a leather,
high-backed chair. A gold plaque on the desk identified the man as a doctor, but his
name Sue couldn't make out. The doctor moved his mouth to speak, yet Sue heard
nothing. A one-sided conversation proceeded by the doctor who didn't seem to
notice that Sue was outwardly confused. When the doctor had apparently ceased,
the nurse mysteriously appeared to escort Sue back to her room. Sue and the nurse
sluggishly walked down the corridor toward Sue's room. Feeling a draft, Sue

(<?'>ntlnu~ on Page 15)

By REMARCASH
It was a warm night and a thick, almost
tangible fog was hanging over- the calm
waters of the lake. The frogs' deep call and
the quiet hum of the trolling motor were the
only sounds my ears could pick up from the
stillness that surrounded us. A battery
powered, 200,000 candle power search light
illuminated the bank, seeking under moss
covered roots and branches for. the gleam of
previously hidden eyes.
I had waited a long time for the chance to
try my new snake stick ... and my nerves.
Tonight my friend and I had come to find
one of the more dangerous of the poisonous
North American snakes, the cottonmouth.
Finally, after forty-five minutes of sear- .
ching every nook and cranny that looked
promising, I spotted just what we had come
for. About four feet long, stretched
motionless on a large floating mass of
coontail moss, lay my opponent. The
distanc~ between us narrowed as my friend
maneuvered me into position. When we
were a few yards away, the snake realized
our presence. All its natural insticts were
awakened and honed razor sharp. With my
snake stick poised and heart pounding with
anticipation, I suddenly realized that the
light behind me would cast my shadow
across the snake at precisely the wrong
time, the time I needed to see him most. The
chance of a harrassed snake
striking is
ever present and in the light I could deal
with it, but in the dark the snake had all the
advantages.
Seconds passed like hours but the shadow
crept nearer until the snake was slowly
pushed behind the curtain of darkness. A
cold sweat broke out on my forehead as my
mind raced through the possibilities the next
few secooos might hold. The snake's tail
reappeared first and, wJiting through
another eternity, I could see his full body
again. The snake stick IX"Oved its use u the
snake fought llllSUccessfully for freedom. I
quickly placed him in the bag to avoid injury. The danger was nowat a minimwn and
my heart returned to a slow rhythmic beat
as we slowly moved on to new waters and
unknown encounters.

++++

My name is Garland James am I have a
tale to tell that most folks Just won't be a
believing. I was frog gigging a lake one
foggy night and had Just gotten enough for a
good mess of legs when I saw scmething
mighty peculiar. There was two boys in a
fourteen foot John boat trying to, what
looked like to me, gigg a frog with a two and
a half foot long gigg. Now the proper length
for a frog gi8gis between eight and ten feet
and I had just gotten close enough to tell 'em
so when I seen what they was really doing.
The dern fools had some kind of gizmo with
pinchers on the end and the guy in the front
was a - reachin' out to grab up a moccasin
that must have been eight foot long and
coulda swallered a hawg. Well ... I could
tell he weren't no professional at this
craziness 'ausewith that trightlight, I could
see him good as day. He was about to chew
off his lower lip and his eyes was a bugging
out more than them frogs I had got.
Now here's the part that's bar to believe.
If I hadn't seen it myself I wouldn't have
believed it neither. I dern near swallowed
and choked on my chaw of chawing tobacco I
This stUDid. donkey brained, spudhead
(Continued ~n Page 15)
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Poetry
When Tears Are Shed
When tears are shed and love is gone
When you're left alone to carry on
When hearts are broken, and words are few
I'll be around to help you through
When love has said its last goodbye
I'll .help you laugh. I'll help you cry.
Whenever you need someone who cares
Just turn around and I'll be there.
-Linda Townsend.

I Saw You Here
,

I saw you here yesterday.
You did not smile.
Your eyes did not sparkle,
They did not dance.
Today you are filled with happiness.
The tears are gone.
And you search for a face
Her face.
Today I do not smile
My eyes do not sparkle, they do not dance.
For as your dream came true
Mine was- lost forever.
-Linda Townsend

Dare I Fly?
Dare I fly on fragile wings?
I am but a fledgling
Young and not as strong as some,
A newly awakened spirit
Longing for freedom,
And yet afraid to strive
Outside my- own security.
Dare I soar beyond the clouds?
Dare I spread my wings with Jride?
Dare I open up my soul?
Dare I fly on fragile wings?
-Linda Townsend

A Country Store
It'~ the tinkling that blinds you,
When you first walk in,
Of a thousand hand-carved wind chimes,
Rendering invisible the old woman
Behind the counter
Qlrving herself in apple - headed dolls;
Wrinkled, weathered, and rough.
Dale Johnson

Wondrous Sunlight
Wondrous sunlight weaving and washing.
C.Olors illwnined, sparkling, splashing.
Seducing prism-shuttered lids.
Painful brightness-darkness hid.
Winter reflections, whitening, brightening.
Wallowing in the whisper of morning.
Rays of orange warmth-awesome white
blindness,
One source of light-dissolving finiteness.
Glinting, gliding sapphire of the sky.
Gloriously glowing, continuously growing,
Glittering, gleaming, glistening jewel.
Gracefully gliding diamond of light.
-Alicia Litterst

By Chrts Madrid

An Intermingling.
We are indistinguishable,
An intermingling of life and heart,
An alighment of thoughts, dreams, ideals,
Of me, you are a part.
You gave me to myself.
There is no end--00ly depth.
With each encounter-deeper do I delve
Without you-there's nothing left.

In your parting, our love is rendered,
Irreparable, except by your return.
Through this time of purging separation
We will surely both endure.
-Alicia Litterst

My Prayer
When I'm lonely and it's late at night
When I'm alone and in despair
I lift my eyes to heaven
And softly say my prayer:
Dear God, you know I'm lonely
And I guess you know what's best for me
I guess you know my future well
But it's hard for me to see.
Almost everyone has someone to love
But I'm always alone
I guess what I want most in life
Is a love to call my own.
You see, I have no hand to hold
No tender warm embrace
There's no one special in my heart
Who can never be replaced.
But then I never have heartaches
I've never cried all night
But I'd risk love in a minute
And I'd work to make it right.
Please God let there be someone
Waiting just for me out there
And please God, let me fall in love
The answer to my irayer.
-Linda Townsend

Beaten before we start? Give up the pace?
You may give up, but with me that's not the
case.
C.Onceited time marches before and carries
the mace,
While I, strolling beyond, enjoy Life's sweet
smiling face.
-Brenda L. Lindley

My Last Wife
That's my last wife painted on the wall,
Looking as if she were alive. I recall
I paid the artist well for depicting that lovely
head,
(Though I later caught him and my wife in
bed).
Sit and gaze wantonly at her dead glory
While I tell you her sad story.
I am a successful businessman, subject to
trips.
My last wife was a beauty, given to many
si~
Of wine that, somehow, made her forget
Her fidelity to me, and yet
She had a lust-how shall I say?-too soon
unleashed.
I shamefully admit my wife was a carnal
beast.
So, while I was on a long junket,
My immoral wife, the strumpet,
Had at her beck and call
The plumber, the postman, the milkman
and all
She could find. She thanked men well, but

thanked
;omehow-1 know now how-as ~ if she
r·anked
:My gift of a fur stole or microwave oven
W1th that of young men with available
loving.
(Here I must stop and admit one of my
vices;
I am a collector of medieval tortm-e
devices.)
I returned home early from a Jong trip one

eve
While my wife and her lover were in BVD'a.
SUrprised, they both hid in my antique iron
maiden
In which many a lusty smile they were

tradin'.

Our Life
Our time is but a moment in infinite space.
Time comes and passes-gone without a
trace.
We will all loose-betting against time in
its race.
Time is ahead, we can't keep up the chase.
Time wins again and we must take last
place.

But, unfortunately, they Jett the door ajar
And, when I came in frcm my car
I slammed it shut, and all smiles stopped.
I was aghast and, as you may kmw, the cops
Cleared me of all guilt. Now let ua go below
To the party. But first, please let me show
You my art: Van Gogh and Matlue.
Do you think you can fix me up with your
niece?
-Dale Johnson
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The Lieutenant
By KRYS STRAUCH
Why are you afriad
to tell me who you are?
Your
Why are you afraid
to tell me who you are?
Your eyes tell me
you'd like to
but the rules say
you can't
Your eyes tell me many things
that your mouth
cannot,
or refuses to by order of
those in charge.
Why do you always ask me questions
but have proliems answering
.
?
nune.
Is it fear?
Is it shame?
Or are you just plain
shy?
I wish that you didn't
wear a bar
or I stripes
so that the pressure you feel
to remain distant
(it's the eyes again)
would dissipate.
I wish for nothing but your
open friendship
your care
you have so much to offer
and yet such a need to receive
( yes--still the eyes).
I've known you for a week
that easily seems like a year.
I see your face from a distanceapproaching,
and unlike those before you,
I relax excitedly.
I realize that the
Walking Care Package
is coming to be people
among the persons.
So intense
So concerned
Needing
yet forcing yourself
to remain aloof
as the book says
you must.
That is sad and I pity
because the need is there
(the eyes are at fault-incessantly).
I like your eyes.
Come be my friend.

By LaFrencb Talley

1977

------------In the Land of Milk and H o n e y - - - - - - - - - - By JOE BRYAN
I saw the stars singing
As -the ivory-stained moonlight
Fell gracefully upon the serene ripples
Dancing carelessly in the lake.
The night stood steadfastRefusing to give way to the app-oaching
morn,
For in these hours dreams are born.
Dreams of hope cry out in the darkness';
Dreams of love cry out above loneliness.
The morning comes.
Darkness falters in the light;
wneliness vanishes with the night.
The dreams remain.
The lake.

The lake crept softly in the ~ve.
The moon made a pass at the lake;
The lake accepted.
The couple sat watching, talking.
Love cried out in the darkness.
The dreams remained.

++++
Golden hair cast a silhouette against the
trees.
The trees drew the attention of the moon.
The moon cast its ivory stain upon the hair
straining for a second look.
The lake grew jealous.
I watched as the lake
Fought for the love it so desired.
I saw the tenderness in the fury of the fight
A dream died.

A dream resurrectedThe dreams remained.

I looked beyond the golden hair
And into the searching eyes.
Confidence. The eyes were confident:
The eyes were confident except for the insecurity
That repelled the ivory stain of the moon.
The dreams remained.
The crickets hummed a serenade to the
stars;
The stars listened but would not respond.
Golden hair and searching eyes bid farewell
To the ivory moon
And returned home with their escort.
The moon and lake continued
In their new-formed passion.
The dreams remained!
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scs 233
By KRYS STRAUCH
I sit in Digital Logics class
Not believing what I see.
In the end we'll build computer parts
From backward circuitry.
A bar means "not", ·a dot means "and"
In addition a plus means "or",
I'm now erasing memory banks
Of all I learned before.
According to a diagram
Originally drawn by Venn,
A's not A, and B's not B,
So that leaves C. Amen.
When performing functional complements
The teacher says, "Switch mode".
And somewhere deep within my head,
My brain screams, "OVERLOAD! ! "
Some people say the class is hard,
-Some say they're having fun.
This class just always leaves me with
Exedrin Headache 41.

I sit in Digital Logics class
Feeling very small.
If A or B's the universe,
I mustn't be here at all.
1980

The Night Sky
By KRYS STRAUCH
The night sky
so perfect, beautiful.
My life
so confused, so darklike the sky.
The stars,
twinkling-small lights
from so far away.
The night sky, like my life :
dark, with small bright spots ·
breaking up the monotony
of a dull personality,
every so often,
·otherwise being so empty.
Even the occasional highlights,
so separatealone,
Such a final, destitute wordwhat an impact it makes
onme.
The moon in the sky
one-fourth clear,
three-fourths misty
like me-a quarter clear,
the rest confused,
Unnerved in uncertain destiny.
What a mood! What a poem!
But without the mood
there would be no poem.
I'm sure God is shocked, hurt
when he sees what I've done
to my life;
Simply from lack of, or too much
control.

1976

By Anna Hubbard

A Year Ago T o d a y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - By KRYS STRAUCH
A year ago today
the sun rose in my life.
It shone on meonly mefor an hour
And I basked

in the warmth
that it gave me.
In the back of my mind
I knew
_
through patiimce
that it would continue to shine
for a long time

and my life
would never be the same.
Darkness
'
would have to look hard
to find me.
It became reality.
1978
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Let's Do It In The R o a d - - - (Continued from Page 1)
_
herself. And it looks like by not having a car and walking four miles a day, I'd lose
some weight ! I'm a full-fledged polysaturate sister, weighing in at a chubb.y 130
lbs ...

KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK .. .KNOCK KNOCK. 1be two girls are
intermpted by the familiar knock of Nancy Huggins, the sorority sister friend. She
walks into the room, adorned In her usual attire, starched jeans, a sorority teeshirt with cute little frogs all over It, the sorority symbol, and neat little tennis
shoes with brand new laces.
''Hello, girls. What are you doing, Andrea?"
"Just rewinding my typewriter ribbon, Nancy. Isn't that a new frog necklace
you have on 1bere?"
"Yes! Neddie sent this to me for my birthday. Uke It? His mother Is making me
a frog footstool for Christmas. She's decoupaging little frogs all over It and It's In
1be shape of a frog, too. She's so sweet."
Pam gets Into 1be convenation. "Oh, Nancy, that sounds really cute. John said
that his mother Is working on me a quilt for Christmas!"
''Hey! I bet you're 1brllled about that!" Nancy walked over to the telephone.
"Listen, do y'all mind If I use your phone to call my parents? I Just wrote a check
for $90 for a new Homecoming suit. Oh, Andrea, It's so cute! I got a plaid skirt, a
sweater, a navy blazer to match, a new support bra, that was $20 extra, and a pair
of socks for 20 percent off! I've just got to call my Daddy and get him to put money
In the bank so I won't have to take It back."
"Go ahead, Nancy. We don't mind," Pam said with a smile.
"Oh, thanks!" Nancy pulled out a piece of notebook paper with a lot of figuring
on It. She got her parents on the phone.
"Mom, bl. Listen, rve got a few errands for you. Have you got a pencil and
paper? You'd better write It down so you won't forget. O.K. Now, I need for you to
deposit $150 In my checking account by tomorrow, O.K.? Now, Listen. I wrote a
check for $110 for my new Homecoming suit. Remember, you said that you would
get me a new dress for Homecoming? O.K. Well, Mother, I got this good deal on a
plaid skirt with little pleats down the front, a sweater, a navy blazer, remember
bow we talked about me getting a navy blazer for Christmas? Well, now you and
Daddy won't have to spend that money on one since I already have It! O.K.
Anyway, I also got a pair of socks and a new support bra, and all for ZO percent
off! I saved $40! Anyway, I figured that since I SAVED $40, I could go ahead and
pay my sorority dues for this quarter which are $35. Yeah. And I need for you to
take $50 out of my savings accolDlt for me to eat on for the next two weeks, and
since you and Daddy usually pay for my food, that way I will have paid for half of
my Homecomlngsult._Yeah. Yeah, I got a good support bra. Yeah, all for ZO per-.

Parents--------Parents are beyond priceless jewels and so often shallow words with no depth do
oo justice for their real value. Parents have a special meaning to me, and this
iresentation will come from a heart lifting them beyond any weighting scales,
mountain tops, or earthly treasw-es. These Godly parents are ones that have
weathered the ages and will still gather their children to themselves as a mot! er
hen gathers her chicks under her wing.
I want to take the dollar out of your thoughts and plead with you that parents ere
mt paralleled with a checkbook, a new .car, or even a college education. If we
compare our parents to these earthly valuables, we will miss a value within the
heart that the checkbook will not contain enough digits to pure~. Anyone can
see the labor of their parents, but while we were out on the town tieyond our lawful
re-entry time, did we see their wrinkled brow from worry. When we were sick and
the medicine was slow in working, did we hear their on-numbered prayers. We so
often saw our parents' smiles but didn't count their tears. If these tears were all
collected, a new ocean would cover the land.
I can plainly see that through their sweat you now sit in this class, but that parent
who gave you suck, and the one who gave away cigars are still the same. The same
mother who nursed you still nurses you with her smile, kind words, and the touch of
her carrying hands. The same father who gave away the cigars still gives you
words of wisdom that add more cement to your foundation for the trying days
ahead. The
mother who plaited your hair in pigtails, kissed that scraped
kn~, and wiped away the tears when you were a child still has the same carrying,
he~g hands. The same father that held your tiny hand carrying you fishing,
lumting, _to the store to buy _Cokes, and to church, still has the same hands-just
more wrinkled and worn. This same father and mother would give the world, if it
were theirs to give, just for the opportunity to do these things with you one more
time.
Students, I plead with you: do not miss your parents. Please do not file them
baclt in the miscellaneous file, because they just do not go there. They were in days
past, are in today, and hopefully will be in our tomorrows; they should be kept in a
very special ~ce because there is only one Father and one Mother for each of us.
Parents are kept within one's heart and their priceless value will cleanse the
skim from our eyes so we can see with our hearts instead of our eyes. They have
done so much for us; it would take years to list them, but it would take so little to
repay them. If you are wondering how to repay your parents for so much with so
little, I leave you with this question. When have you hµgged your parents and said I
love you?
-Geo. Davis Acker

cent off. So, will you do that for me? Thanks, Mama! I love you! Tell Daddy that I
love him, too! Bye."
Susie, you aren't going to believe this! This girl just walked in here and called
her parents and just ASKED for nearly $200! The way she did it, you wouldn't
believe it! They were so agreeable I can't believe. And she doesn't even work,
Susie! And her parents give her 200 bucks. And here I am living on cheese straws
left over from my boss' party. Alas. Such is life, I guess. God, I just can't believ.e
the luck of some people. Or is it luck? Maybe it's just me. Maybe I'm destined to
live in poverty and fail classes and fall in love with bums. Maybe fate has it that
my presidential candidates will always lose, and that my roommate would be a
Republican. Imagine the money I could make if everybody knew about this curse
that fate has put upon me! I could be hired out to pull for a guy for some political
office so the other could win. What's my problem? Oh, God, and I can't even have a
bowel movement. How can I when I'm sitting in a little line of stalls with a little
line of people all doing it at the same time? You know how I was when I was a kid, I
always ran home to use my own bathroom ...
"He's So Timid" rang In through the walls next door. Pam laughed. ''There's

your song agalin, Andy!"
"Yes. YF.s! There's my damn song again! I don't know how ittuch more I can
take." Andrea was shaking with anger.
"It'll get better, Andy. You'll see. I was like you when I ftntmoved bltbe . . . .
you'll get nsed to It after a while."
"Come on, Pam. You know you don't get used to that crap! Yoa're Jat ~
encourage me and I don't need encouragement! I need agreement! If yoa-_.,,,.
just say-Hell, yeah, Andy. I hate those damned dlaco freab, too! May they ret la
Hades with Debby Boone playing eternally In their ean! I would be so happy. Bllt
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! You don't even have any negative feeUnp. Yoa Jove
everybody and everybody loves you! Where does It all end, Pam? Ia tbla Ufe? II
It?"
"Come on, Andy. Shape up. 1bese are the best days of your life." Andrea just

looked at her.
"0.K. Life Is great. I know rm being the pits about It. I won't ever complain
again. From now on-life Is beautiful."
"1bat's more like It, Andy." Pam smiled In triumph.
You know, Susie. Maybe I do have a bad attitude. Maybe if I would just smile
through life and stop and smell the roses and all that, maybe good things would
ha~pen to me. What's that old Oral Roberts theme song? "Something Good Is
Going To Happen To You?" Well, that's the way I'm going to live from now on.
Well, I guess I'd better close now. Sorry that I always write you all my woes. Never
again. From now on I'm Andrea Optimistic!
Write soon,
Andrea
As the sun went down on the little dorm room, the electricity went off. Pam and
Andrea sat In darkness.
"Hey, you know, Pam. I'm gonna look on the electricity going off as a good
omen. I mean, at least we can sit In peaceful silence and mediate over the day or
something." Andrea Optimistic smiled at her own words. She sighed. She felt
better already, that ls ...1D1Ul... "Let'11 do It In the road! Baby I need you right
now .•• Don'tstopfor that toad! uh hub! Yeah, baby!" 1be peopl~next door danced
to the tune of their battery operated radio.

A Vivid Drea~ - - - (Continued from Page 11)
stopped in her steps and turned around only to find an empty corridor with no one
in sight. The panic and fear that never wholly dissipated became stronger than
before. Turning around, Sue noticed that the nurse was now gone. On the wall, Sue
saw a huge shadow come toward her and reach out for her. Just before the shadow
reached her, Sue heard music. With a jump, Sue sat up in bed. Disoriented and
frightened, she scanned her surroundings. After slowly spying one piece of furniture, then another, she stopped and stared at a clock on the bedside table: e: 30. It
was all a dream, she was in her own room. Still shaking, Sue quietly let out a sigh of
relief as if hiding her previous fear . She fell back on her pillow and lay there for a
while till laughing, she got up and went to take a shower.

_same

An Exercise
(Continued from Pare 11)
reached down in the water and caught that
snake and, of all things, put him in a sack
like I was a-doing my frogs. Well, that was
one sickness, or brain fever, I didn't want to

catch so I turned tail and headed for the
dock. I don't think them boys even seen me.
0 £course, if I was going to get that close to a
moccasin that big, I .wouldn't be admiring
the s~ery arowid me neither.

Creative Works Accepted
H you have any art, essays, poetry, or
short stories that you would like to submit to
the Pertelote for possible publication in a
future issue, bring them by the office of. Dr.
Clyde Cox, in the Performiniz Arts building.

Please put your name, address, phone
number, and student number on each page.
All submission& are carefu)ly considered
and d~ply appreciated.
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We
By GENE WISDOM
History is mine as the soul of man is again
my slave. The world reswnes its subjugation to my name, just as it has always
done my bidding. Those who have risen up in
defiance have always been struck down by
their fellow slaves, angered by those who
rattled tin cups across bars.
Those rebels have had short periods of
success, however. For example, after the
American War for Independence, the
political - economic system began to turn
away from me. History, though, reswned its
suicidal course, again directed by intellectuals, who proclaimed that even more
freedom would be possible under my banner. The first step, it was said, was to make
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capitalism more responsible. The State then
became a club in my hand directed at those
businessmen who turned their eyes from
me. Capitalism was thus turned into
economic fascism as another nation begins
its elephant march on that beaten path to
that graveyard called "socialism". My
deadly name is a siren's dirge inscribed on
the gate to this burial ground which
becomes its home once a nation cast a
tempted glance.
Look now at America and see how she
follows her mother, Great Britain, to the
catacombs. She makes that tool of her
destruction, the State, bigger and bigger
without realizing that, as her businessmen
now lie bloody and bruised, this bludgeon

will soon batter her own body and spirit into
submission. To her pitiful, trusting expression, I will again return a sardonic grin
as she is beaten.
Many nations have deceived themselves
·and bowed dov.n to me, calling me God and
giving me many holy names. Prostrating
themselves, they called me "Jehovah,"
"Buddha," "Allah," and my selfish opponent, "Satin." Looking up, they followed
my false prophets, Moses, Christ, and
Mohammed to their graves. Praying to me,
they became my sacrificial sheep and a
shorn American now.climbs upon the altar.
Others, who would not call on me in their
churches, worship me by the name,
"society. " Professing to be more

enlightened than their religious brethern,
they have sanctified this new name and
hurled themselves into a modern Dark Ages
and brought their opponents before the New
Inquisition. Those who dare remain individuals are now stretched on the rack of
public scorn by these more social - minded
comrades.
Yes, the raising up of my sterile name now
readies America for the Grim Reaper's
scythe. He patiently waits as my gripping
hands deprive ambition, wealth, pride, and
even love of that fresh air of freedom. Only
my hollow~yed, collectivist spirit shall
remain. My name, O' gasping victim, is
"We."

The Best of Friends
(Continued from Page 4)
become intricate as the months passed. Jesse loved taking me to the clubs and he
and I would party till the wee hours. I pretended to Tommy that I was with Sylvia.
It all was too too easy because of their innocence.
By March I was evading Sylvia as much as possible. I invented a sewing project
with Easter Bunnies, and told her my hours were packed. She called one morning
and caught me off guard. "I don't work today," she said, "Come over for lunch and
we'll get high."
"Fine," I mumbled, "but a quick one, o.k.? "I have bunnies to stuff."
''It'll be short," she answered.
The nervousness I felt driving to her house and under the new circumstances
lessened slightly when she opened the door. Her smile showed genuine pleasure.
"I've missed you," I said.
·
"And I, you." She started to add more, then stepped asid~ so I could enter and
greet the symbol of our friendship decorating the wall. My guilt-ridden nervousness returned. As we sipped tea, Jesse swung through the front door. I gave a
curt nod. I couldn't trust myself to speak or meet his eyes. "My orders just
arrived. I leave next week."
"Where to this time?" Sylvia asked.
"You can't leave me now!" My cup clattered to the floor.
And in the timeless pause that followed, I forced myself to look at Sylvia. She
knew.
"Well, I won't interrupt any longer, ►' said Jesse, giving me a look as if he could
have strangled me. A flood of words threatened to spill from me. Apologies, explanations, anything to get Sylvia's composure back.
From some inner resource, she renewed herself. Her body firmed, her complexion regained its color. Now she'll say something. I thought. But Sylvia was one
of the select few who communicate without the trappings of vocabulary
With great control, she set her coffee cup down and headed for the living room. I
followed, stwnbling. She approached the fireplace and, in one swift movement,
yanked the plaque from the wall and thrust it toward me.
With arms not mine , I grasped its edges. Nwnbed, I drove home.
I crumpled paper in the hearth. The rasp of the striking match, the sigh of
mounting flames seem amplified, ricocheting off mute walls. When I put the
plaque into the fire, it gave off a musty, dried smell.
'Then I started shaking and it went on for days. I could look at my hands and
admire their steadiness, but the internal shaking continued. I was never with Jesse
again. Once, his car was parked in our driveway, and I saw him walk away from
Kelvin's curtains, as I hid. I longed to answer, to go to him, but it was as if I felt the
only thing I could give to Sylvia was her husband. I refused to acknowledge any
gesture he made.

A Time of L i f e - - - (Continued from Page 2)
mother would help her. But she knew what
she had to do.
Carol marched back into the dining
area, her appearance a bit disheveled. She

sat down at the booth, looked squarely at
him and stated, "Michael, I'm having the
baby. If you won't allow it I'm leaving
you."
Michael stared blankly.

Tommy talked more and more about the chance of our moving. I listened attentively, encouraging him and hoping we could go soon. The town now appeared
flat and one dimensional; Sylvia's nearness was painful.
In order to avoid her, I grocery shopped at odd hours, I carpooled with other girls
I found out commuted to and from school each day, and was successful, for .we
never faced each other again.
Occasionally, I caught a glimpse of her. but I avoided any direct confrontations.
The moon reacbes the living room , coating it as if with a saffron brocade. I stood
immersed in its texture and think of the beauty Sylvia gave me, the beauty I
destroyed. Turning towards the kitchen, I falter, as one alone.

Be Creative!
Why not submit YOUR creative works to
the Pertelote?
The Pertelote is looking for creative art
and writing done by /SU students. If you
would like to submit anything, bring it by
the English Department, PAB.
The Pertelote is continually accepting
creative works by /SU students. Why not
bring yours by the English Department
today?
.If you would like to see YOUR writings
or art in the Pertelote, submit them! All
submissions are carefully considered and
greatly appreciated.

